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Key messages
> The food world is going through a period of intense
innovation driven by the burden of malnutrition and
changes in consumer demographics, preferences,
and knowledge.

> Food product developers and consumers can both benefit
greatly from approaching nutrition as a journey that should

Food start-ups have sprung up everywhere. The surprising rush
of Silicon Valley’s venture capital into food projects led this
wave, which peaked at US$5.7 billion in investments in 2015,
a dramatic surge from US$288 million in 2013.1 As a consequence, the big players in the food industry have woken up to
this trend. They began to increase their investments by harvesting early-stage start-ups with new ideas.2 Despite their drive
for disruptive innovations, food start-ups still create their solutions focusing on the supply side of the problem space. They
follow the ingrained thinking that consumers do not find the
right products for healthy diets. They search for novel ingredient solutions, such as cultured meat. They employ digital
technologies, machine learning, and data science to increase
convenience and ubiquitous access to food (e.g., home delivery,
personalized recipes).

balance five principles: convenience, health, experience,
function, and sustainability.

> Tools such as the Nutrient Balance Concept enable one
to map one’s dietary trajectories to ensure a healthy diet
that meets all of these five principles.

Crisis fuels innovation
The food world is in crisis. On the one hand, we are seeing
an increase in the double burden of malnutrition in populations through undernutrition and obesity, with their co-morbidities of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, cancers,
and cognitive impairments causing public health concerns. On
the other hand, shifts in demographics (aging populations),
changing consumer trends (preference for fresh, local, and organic foods), and access to new nutritional knowledge (health
claims, health impact of disqualifying nutrients – see Box 1)
have opened up gaps between necessary food solutions and
existing product offerings. This crisis primes the food world for
disruptive innovations.

Nutrition is a journey
Single-product or single-service solutions miss the time domain
of health and disease. Metabolic deregulation grows over time
through the repeated consumption of nutrient-poor food products. Consumers have trouble with nutritional labels because
buying food involves more than comparing different lists of ingredients. Current initiatives are still sticking to the single-prod-

BOX 1
> Qualifying nutrients are essential nutrients that must be
provided by the diet, since the human body cannot produce
them. They must be consumed in amounts equal to or above
the daily recommended requirements to avoid malnutrition.

> Disqualifying nutrients are those that have a negative
health impact when regularly consumed above the daily maximal reference values (for reference values see Fern et al).4
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Consumers need more help in navigating their way toward healthy diets

uct profiling paradigm. “Traffic light” labels are supposed to help
the consumer make healthy choices. However, traffic lights regulate the orderly crossing of waypoints but not the planning and
completion of a voyage.
Consumers are responsive to five food design principles:
Convenience, Health, Epicurean/experience, Function, and Sustainability. These C.H.E.F.S. principles translate all other product
attributes into decision criteria for the consumer. The C.H.E.F.S.
principles are distinct by virtue of their inseparable interconnectedness. Favoring one principle will implicitly affect all others. The experience of the last 50 years pushing convenience
and taste over health proves this point. Moreover, consumer
trends and new nutritional knowledge have increased the need
to place the health design principle at center stage. The insight
that food, not ingredients, is the fundamental unit of nutrition
supports this notion.3

dictive tool assessing the quality of food trajectories composed
of repeated meals and products.
Using the Nutrient Balance Concept to chart
dietary trajectory
To envision this type of nutritional chart, let us apply the Nutrient Balance Concept (NBC) to a weekly diet.4 This exercise
combines both demands: finding adequate food items and seeing how they fit together into a high-quality diet over seven
days. Using the American Dietary Guidelines5 and the MyPlate

“Food, not ingredients, is the

fundamental unit of nutrition”

If we take the C.H.E.F.S. principles seriously, we need an approach that enables product development guided by the health
principle and empowers the consumer to respond to the design
appropriately. However, the demands of each side are different.
While the product developer is interested in how the product fits
a high-quality diet, the consumer needs feedback on what the
food will do to him or her. Both demands can be satisfied by an
analogue of a “Google Map” for diets. There is a need for a pre-

Consumers are responsive to five food design principles:
Convenience, Health, Epicurean/experience, Function,
and Sustainability
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figure 1: NBC applied to the American Dietary Guidelines “MyPlate” covering meals for seven days

NBC scores for Foods, Snacks and Meals of DAY 1 (MyPlate 7-day menus):
Qualifying and Disqualifying Indices (QI & DI) and % Qualifying Balance values (QB) in circles
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USDA food composition database, 100 g, Ed: 2000 kcal/day, population: adult women age > 18
Source: MyPlate, USDA, 2015

7-day menu6 allows us to follow such a dietary trajectory toward
high-quality nutrition.
Figure 1 presents the first day of the seven-day diet. We see
the three main meals (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) charted
onto the qualifying/disqualifying index chart. The indices describe the coverage of essential (qualifying or “good”) and public
health–sensitive (disqualifying or “bad”) nutrients against the
energy contribution of every single meal component. The reference values are only valid for a given population (female, aged
over 18 years, daily energy needs of 2,000 kcal). The vertical
line at 1.0 of the qualifying index marks the sufficient coverage
of essential nutrients.
The charting of the meals creates strange-looking areas. The
position of a resulting meal for both types of nutrient resides in
the interior of those shapes. The red circle sits at the location
of the meal’s qualifying and disqualifying indices. The numbers
inscribed in the circles express the qualifying balance, meaning
how fully the essential nutrients fulfill the minimum requirements (in %). For the list of nutrients, the term definition, calculation of the indices, and selection of reference values, see the
article by Fern et al.4

The graph in the lower right corner collects the results from
the three meals and snacks. Following the meals step by step
(breakfast through dinner) creates the dietary trajectory circling
the final nutritional quality of the day. We also see that the qualifying balance steadily increases to reach 93% after dinner consumption. Most importantly, the two snacks have “diluted” the
high result of the day through their low balance contributions.
Another interesting observation is the result of the proposed
lunch meal. The salsa sauce has a high qualifying index (good
coverage of essential nutrients), while at the same time carrying
a substantial trade-off in disqualifying index (mostly due to fat
and salt). On the other hand, it exhibits the highest qualifying
balance (87%). However, the combination of all meal components brings the final meal result to an acceptable value (QI≈1.2,
DI≈0.7, QB≈83%). The table at the bottom right of Figure 1 summarizes the whole week.
Aligning food product developers and consumers
Many of the meal components in the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans are processed foods. A product developer would be
interested in seeing how an improvement of the product will im-
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prove the overall meal. A consumer could use the trajectory to
select a suitable product to enhance the whole dietary path. The
two efforts – to make a product nutritionally better and to determine the best product within a dietary trajectory – will converge
under such conditions.

“NBC analysis can be applied
to whole databases to yield insights
about the general nutritional
quality of the available products
and ingredients”
An exciting aspect of NBC analysis is the fact that it can be
applied to whole databases to yield insights about the general nutritional quality of the available products and ingredients.
Such a study establishes the basic food basket from which the
consumer can choose. Moreover, NBC allows combining other
indicators like environmental life cycle indicators to assess si-

multaneously the dietary quality and the environmental impact
of food systems and markets.7,8,9
Figure 2 summarizes the position of food groups in the Danish food composition database. The NBC scores spread across a
large area of qualifying and disqualifying values. It is clear that
there is a trade-off between nutrient-rich and energy-rich food
items. The wide range of qualifying balance values (inside the
circles) indicates that only a high diversity of foods can together
generate a high-quality diet. Confinement to specific groups reduces the possibilities for achieving high nutritional quality.
Using NBC to ensure adequacy of specific nutrients
The NBC examples presented thus far use the entire set of essential nutrients to determine the quality of an ingredient, a
product, a meal, or a diet. However, specific micronutrients play
crucial roles in degenerative diseases associated with aging
and cancer.10 Systems nutrition has established a link between
particular micronutrients and chronic diseases through cofactor-protein-gene network analysis.11 This fact highlights that
micronutrients also play a specific disease-related role besides
their role in the efficient running of metabolic processes.

figure 2: Distribution of qualifying and disqualifying indices of selected food groups from the Danish food composition database

NBC Scores for familiar food groups.
Qualifying and Disqualifying Indices (QI & DI) and % Qualifying Balances (QB) values in circles
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figure 3: Comparison of qualifying index versus qualifying balance for 211 food items from the
French food database ANSES_Ciqual_2016

Food Items containing cofactor micronutrients having qicfn ≥ 1.0 (Qualifying Index (QI)
versus Qualifying Balance (QB) values in %)
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“We can use this new knowledge
to establish a ‘foundational
food basket’”
We can use this new knowledge to establish a “foundational
food basket,” as it were, in which we collect food items providing a
steady source of optimized nutrient coverage. Scott-Boyer et al 11
have established a list of 11 minerals and 13 vitamins in their systems-nutrition work that links to 15 chronic diseases ranging from
obesity to inflammatory bowel disease to arthritis. For illustration
purposes, we have chosen 6 minerals from the list of the 11 appearing in their network analysis: calcium, copper, iron, magnesium,
manganese, and zinc. Additionally, we have selected 5 vitamins
from their vitamin list: vitamin C, B₁, B₂, B₅, and B₆. Deficiencies of
all these micronutrients are strongly related to chronic diseases.
Figure 3 presents 211 food items from the French food composition database ANSES_Ciqual_2016 that contain this subset

of micronutrients with higher amounts per kcal than required.
Moreover, their qualifying nutrient index values are all above a
value of 1.0. Interestingly, their qualifying balance is higher than
50% for the vast majority of the items.
The inserted boxes indicate the major food groups bearing
the complete set of cofactors. It might not come as a surprise
that the foods (raw and cooked vegetables, herbs, spices, fish,
and seafood) are all part of the Mediterranean Diet. Searching
for complementary food groups (for examples meats, dairy products, and cereals) would further improve the qualifying balance
of the final recipes. This “food basket” creates a source of meal
components assuring a high qualifying balance close to 100%.
As a bonus, these micronutrients are essential for the fight
against chronic diseases and aging.
Conclusion
In this perspective, we have argued that we need to map our
dietary trajectories to ensure a healthy diet. NBC allows predictive analyses of recipe variations and records the cumulative values of the nutritional journey. The two-dimensional
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